CLIMATE ACTION
AT HOME
toolkit

PURPOSE OF THIS TOOLKIT
The climate crisis is as urgent as it has ever been, but there are many ways
Climate Reality Leaders can make a meaningful difference—even when in-person
meetings and events aren’t possible.
This toolkit is a compilation of impactful actions you can complete anywhere
you have access to the internet.
From hashtag campaigns to digital days of actions to viral videos, internetenabled climate activism has proven it can draw much-needed attention to the
climate crisis and put pressure on decision makers—especially when it comes to
local campaigns related to the climate and renewable energy.
Digital activism can fuel creativity and community, and lend powerful momentum
to the global movement for climate action, so we hope you’ll join us online!
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A NOTE ON THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC

While this toolkit is designed to help Climate Reality Leaders—no matter their
location, and no matter when they read this—to take meaningful action from
home, we must acknowledge the unprecedented circumstances which have
prompted its creation. While the COVID-19 pandemic has taught us much about
the tragedy and disruption a virus can bring, it has also held many important
lessons for climate activists, not the least of which is that our movement does not
depend on offline events.
We do hope all of you and your loved ones are staying healthy and safe during this
trying time. We are encouraged by those of you who are more motivated than ever
to continue working hard to protect the future for your families and communities.
And we also honor and respect your right to take time away from your activism if
that’s the best choice for you, and will welcome you back, when you’re ready.
If you’re experiencing difficulty, visit the World Health Organization or the
American Psychological Association for extensive resources related to COVID-19,
or contact your doctor or mental health professional.
In this period of social distancing, we hope you’ll use this toolkit to foster
internet-enabled activism, and come together to inspire real-world change.
Our challenge now is to carry the gravity of the pandemic with us while continuing our
work to solve the climate crisis and create a truly just and healthy future for all.
Ken Berlin, President and CEO of The Climate Reality Project
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ACTS OF LEADERSHIP
Pop Quiz: Of the 12 Act of Leadership types, how many can be done at home?
If you said all of them, you’re right! Every Act of Leadership type can be
completed digitally.
Read on to see how you can take action from home to spread the word about the
climate crisis and support solutions in your area.

How to Complete Acts of Leadership Online
1. HOST OR REQUEST A PRESENTATION
Presentations are the cornerstone of the Climate Reality Leadership Corps. Climate
Reality Leaders are trained to present The Climate Crisis and Its Solutions slide
deck in their own communities to motivate local action and inspire others to begin
their own climate action journeys.

BOOKING AND HOSTING YOUR PRESENTATION
To get started, check out Presentations 101 for resources on customizing
your slide deck and booking a presentation.
Many of the steps you’d take to book and prepare for an in-person
presentation are similar, except that you do not need a venue (besides a
video meeting platform, like Zoom).
You might choose to host your own presentation and invite your own
networks, or you might work with a host group or organization who can
promote your presentation to their network.
There are many free conference call software options you can use to give
your presentations, including Zoom, Skype, and Google Hangouts (just
to name a few). Encourage all of your audience members to join via a
computer with video if they can, though platforms that offer a phonecall-in option will be the most accessible for participants who may not
have internet access at home.
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Need help with your video conference software? Check out these colorful
instructions.

CUSTOMIZING YOUR DECK
Every slide in every Climate Reality deck contains a usage note at the top,
indicating whether or not that slide can be used in an online presentation.
Both the 2020 version of the Truth in 10 slide deck and the Las Vegas Slide
Deck are fully approved for streaming or broadcasting online. Here are
some key facts about these decks:

• Not every slide can be recorded, so be sure to read the usage

guidelines on each slide if your presentation will be recorded.

• The appropriate image licenses which allow these slides to be

streamed or broadcast apply to these versions of the slides only.
That is to say that even if you see a slide in one of these decks
that’s similar to what you’ve used previously, you should adhere to
whatever usage guidelines are published on whichever version of
the slide you’d like to use and, generally, the versions in the new Las
Vegas deck will be less restrictive.

2. BLOG POST OR NEWS ARTICLE
This refers to any blog post or news article you write about the climate crisis,
The Climate Reality Project, or the Climate Reality Leadership Corps. This can
be on your own personal blog, in a news publication, or on any news or blog site
accessible to the public.
Over the year we’ve seen Climate Reality Leaders write thousands of blog
posts and articles. Whether you choose to tell your own climate story,
highlight local climate impacts and solutions, educate others about some
facet of the climate crisis, shine a light on a climate justice issue, or find
another angle to write about, knowledge is power, and Climate Reality
Leaders are well qualified to speak out and empower others.
Once you’ve had an article published or posted your blog, remember to
amplify your message by sharing the link on Reality Hub and on social
media with the hashtag #LeadOnClimate.
If you’re interested in guest-authoring on a blog Climate Reality, let us
know what you’re passionate about or a topic you’re an expert on, at
support@climatereality.com, and follow our main blog here.
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3. CONTACT AN INFLUENCER
This category is for any letter, email, or phone call to an influencer on the topic of
climate change. An influencer is an individual who holds an elected position or is a
community, government, or business leader.
Contacting an influencer is an easy action to complete from home, and it
gets easier with practice! Most influencers, such as government officials or
business leaders, take their image very seriously and track the volume of
calls and criticism they receive.
Here are some tips to help you make the most of your call:

1. Let them know who you are and why your opinion matters to them.

Elected officials are principally interested in the opinions of past and
potential future constituents, so let them know where you’re from. If
you’re contacting a business leader or other influencer, let them know
if you’re a customer or stakeholder of their business.

2. Know your facts, but make it personal. Share why taking action on the
climate crisis matter to you personally, clearly state what your elected
leader/influencer should do, and ask for their response. Make it clear
how they can leverage their influence for good.

3. Be brief and to the point. Most influencers receive many messages

per day; making your demands clear from the beginning increases
the chance your message will be heard. And if your ask is clear, it will
increase your chance of getting a response.

If you’re interested in learning more, check out the Climate Reality webinar
“Demand Action: Contacting Influencers.” The webinar features Climate
Reality Leaders who share their experiences and tips for identifying
influencers and reaching out to them to demand action on issues related to
clean energy and the climate crisis.
You can also use this step-by-step guide to get started on contacting
influencers.
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4. MEET WITH INFLUENCER
Any meeting with an influencer to discuss the climate crisis can be logged in this
category. An influencer is an individual who holds an elected position or is a
community, government, or business leader.
When physically meeting in person with influencers is impossible, video
conferencing software allows you to continue pushing decision makers to
act on climate. Building these relationships virtually can also pave the way
for a more constructive, in-person meeting down the road.
Many influencers have contact information posted online, or can be
reached on Twitter or over social media—just remember to provide a
compelling reason for them to take your meeting request. Are you a
constituent or stakeholder? Do you have something to contribute to
an initiative they’re working on, or do you share a passion around a
common issue? Whatever your own asks and goals are, remember to
make it clear what’s in it for them.
It’s also imperative to research your decision makers prior to your virtual
meeting to be sure that you’re aware of their outside influencers and their
decision making in the past. This will allow you to prioritize your asks and
to understand the likelihood of getting their support.
If possible, use face-to-face video conferencing software for the
meeting, as “face time” is likely more effective than an email or phone
call. You can use resources from the Contacting an Influencer section of
this toolkit as well.
ICYMI – check out the “Digital Lobbying: Making it Personal” webinar,
which discussed making meaningful connections with decision makers,
and highlighted Climate Reality’s COVID-19 platform. We were joined by
Climate Reality’s Policy Director Hal Connolly and Strategic Partnerships
Manager William Barber III for a compelling conversation. Just because
we’re confined to our couches and computer screens doesn’t mean we can’t
use this time to build critical relationships with our decisionmakers.
In case you missed it, check out the full recording of the webinar, as well as
the accompanying digital lobbying toolkit, slide deck, and so much more!
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5. DIRECT PUBLIC OUTREACH
Any time you take an action on the climate crisis by participating in one of
the following activities, log it under this category: phone banking, petition
gathering, peer-to-peer outreach, participating in a partnership or coalition,
or recruiting others to a Climate Reality digital effort (like attending a Climate
Reality training, joining a chapter, or participating in a Climate Reality
international branch event).
Civic participation is a cornerstone of a healthy democracy. Taking action
by organizing with others to write, petition, or otherwise target decision
makers counts as direct public outreach, as does any form of organizing
that helps to recruit and build the movement for climate action.
Building support for specific laws or policies is a particularly powerful way
to fight the climate crisis. Local campaigns can help pass legislation or
policies, or add momentum to nonpartisan voter registration and get-outthe-vote initiatives, and many campaign tactics (including petitioning,
phone banking, letter writing, coalition building, social media outreach,
and more) can be done online. For resources on building and executing
campaigns, explore the Reality Hub resource library.

A WORD ON VOTING
In democratic societies, voting is a critical way to make your voice heard. All
elections, from your local school board to the highest level of office in your
country, can help push various actions from policy to reality.
Are you registered to vote? Do you know how to get to your polling place?
What does the election process look like in your country? Answering
these questions are all first steps to participating in the civic process. To
take part from home, make you sure you understand local regulations
regarding mail-in voting, and if it isn’t an option in your area, consider
contacting local officials to explain why mail-in voting is critical to the
integrity of any democracy.
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CLIMATE REALITY LEADERS IN THE UNITED STATES
As we approach this important election year, we know that you’re anxious
and excited to take meaningful action at the federal level to protect our
democracy, promote a cleaner and greener future for all, and recover
effectively and efficiently from the COVID-19 pandemic.
This year’s election will shape not only our future as Americans, but the
future of our entire planet and its citizens. Climate Reality’s Turn Out for
Tomorrow campaign is a quick and meaningful way to encourage everyone
in your network to take action. Through this Rock the Vote tool, you can
check your voter registration status, pledge to vote, and register to vote.
You can also encourage everyone you know to do the same using this voter
registration social toolkit.

6. LETTER OR OP-ED
This category is for letters to the editor or op-eds discussing the climate crisis,
The Climate Reality Project, or the Climate Reality Leadership Corps. Please log
both published and unpublished submissions.
Whether you’re working on a specific campaign or you just want to draw
attention to current climate-related events, you can always pick up
your pencil or start typing a letter to the editor or op-ed for your local
newspaper.
To get your networks involved and amplify your impact, start a joint letterwriting campaign. Create a sample letter, share it widely, and ask others to
adapt it and add their own personal story.
Not sure where to start? Use our Writing Op-Eds and Letters to the Editor
Guide, and this sample Letter to the Editor to get you started.
If you’re already working on the 100% Committed campaign, use
this sample letter to the editor to get you started. Not yet running
the campaign but want more information? Reach out to us at
Committedto100@climatereality.com.
Want to make sure that your words have power? Be sure to include public
opinion data.
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7. MEDIA APPEARANCE
Use this category if you’ve been quoted in or interviewed for a news article,
television broadcast, podcast, webinar, or radio show about the climate crisis,
The Climate Reality Project, or the Climate Reality Leadership Corps. This can
also mean giving a virtual public talk or speech about the climate crisis that is
not the formal presentation.
As local experts on the climate crisis, Climate Reality Leaders are
frequently asked to participate in webinars, podcasts, radio shows, and
news broadcasts. At Climate Reality headquarters, we love featuring
Climate Reality Leaders in our own webinars (take, for example, the
Chapter Training Series installment “Adult Allyship,” which featured
Climate Reality Leader Harriet Shugarman.
If you’re looking to create your own media appearance from home, consider
podcasting! Podcasts are booming in popularity, with over 800,000 active
podcasts and 54 million episodes available worldwide. This article provides
a quick outline of the process to help get you started.
Have you appeared on the air lately? Let us know by logging your Act of
Leadership.
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8.

MEET/ASSIST CLIMATE REALITY LEADERS
Any time you get together with other Climate Reality Leaders for chapter
meetings or branch meet-ups, or to discuss strategies, events, action plans,
presentations, best practices, or other topics related to your role as a Climate
Reality Leader, record your action here.
The vast network of Climate Reality Leaders is what makes Climate Reality
so special, and we know Climate Reality Leaders regularly conduct video
meetings, online chats, phone check-ins, and virtual get-togethers with
each other. Whether you’re an active member in a US Climate Reality
chapter, an avid participant in Climate Reality’s Book Club, actively
engaged your local branch, or just enjoy a weekly chat with a fellow
Climate Reality Leader, let us know you’re connecting by logging your Act
of Leadership.
Each Climate Reality Leader learns the value of their own climate
journey and the power of connection when they attend a Climate Reality
Leadership Corps training. We hope you’ll continuing telling your story
and reminding each other what brought us together in the first place, and
connect to collaborate, empathize, support each other, teach each other,
and strengthen this movement for global climate action.
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Not sure where to start? Working groups are one way to meet other
Leaders who share a specific interest or goal. Explore your options here.
Want to start your own conversation with the Climate Reality Leadership
Corps? Post an upcoming online discussion as an event on Reality Hub,
where your fellow Climate Reality Leaders can see it!

9. MENTOR CLIMATE REALITY LEADERS
This refers to formally serving as a mentor at and after a Climate Reality
training. This excludes helping with a Climate Reality Leader’s event, which
should be logged as “Participate in Event.”
Many Climate Reality Leaders have had the amazing opportunity to serve
as a mentor at a Climate Reality Leadership Corps training, and with
a digital training taking place in 2020, even this Act of Leadership can
continue from home.
Mentors serve a critical role by ensuring that attendees come away from
the training feeling connected, encouraged, and most importantly, ready
to take action on the climate crisis. They serve as a direct link between the
Climate Reality Leadership Corps staff and new Climate Reality Leaders
and are the primary point of contact when new Leaders need support
completing their Acts of Leadership.
We are so appreciative of all of you who have served as mentors. You are
true examples of what it means to be a leader in the global movement for
climate action. Thank you.
Not a mentor? Use this as a reminder to reach out to your mentor and check
in on them! And then log it as meeting with another Climate Reality Leader!

MENTOR AT THE CLIMATE REALITY LEADERSHIP CORPS: GLOBAL TRAINING
FROM JULY 18-26, 2020
Apply to join the first-ever cohort of online Climate Reality mentors! Over the
course of nine days, you’ll guide and support a group of participants through
group video calls and other online forms of communication as they gain the
knowledge and tools to shape public opinion and inspire action.

Apply to Mentor
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We’re still on the lookout for Leaders with a record of Acts of Leadership
and a willingness to support a small group of mentees for up to a year
after the training.
As always, feel free to email us at mentors@climatereality.com with any
questions, feedback, or concerns.

10. PARTICIPATE IN AN EVENT
Any time you participate in a Climate Reality event, including a chapter or
branch event, or any event hosted by another Climate Reality Leader or other
environmental organization, you can log your action in this category. This
excludes any event that could be logged under “Direct Public Outreach.”
Once you start looking for them, you’ll find that there’s no shortage of
amazing online events—from short webinars to multi-week courses—
related to the impacts and solutions of the climate crisis. And online
events can be a great way to hear from experts and influencers across
different fields and cultures.
Keep an eye out for online events on Reality Hub here, and watch your
inbox for invitations to webinars and online actions organized by Climate
Reality or our partners.
If you’re located in one of Climate Reality’s branch regions, reach out
to your local branch team, or check out their website to find out what’s
happening in your area.
We saw an incredible amount of online activism and participation for this
year’s momentous 50th Anniversary of Earth Day. Collectively, Climate
Reality Leaders logged 519 Acts of Leadership over the course of the week.
From live presentations to virtual documentary screenings to online
cooking classes to socially distanced park clean-ups, Climate Reality
Leaders did it all. Even when we are physically distanced, we have power
in the collection of our events and movements. Look out for upcoming
events to get involved!
Or look for an online course on a climate topic you’re interested in.
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11. ORGANIZE EVENT
This category covers any environmental event you organize or help to organize.
This might include a chapter meeting, branch event, march, demonstration,
conference, rally, or other event. If your event could also fit under “Direct Public
Outreach” and you both organized and participated in the event, you can log
your action in both places.
When it’s not impossible to meet in person, we still encourage you to organize
events that convene people to learn about and act on the climate crisis.
While digital events are sometimes just as much work to organize as their
in-person counterparts, they are more accessible to many people, and can
cut down on everything from your budget to your printing needs to your
carbon footprint.
In addition to promoting your event through social media and all of your
networks, you can also post your event on Reality Hub to encourage fellow
Climate Reality Leaders to attend.

12. CREATE RESOURCE
Use this category if you’ve created and shared a custom slideshow, toolkit,
scientific report, work of art, film, curriculum, or other resource about the
climate crisis. You do not have to be the sole creator of the resource to log your
action here.
Resource creation is an amazing Act of Leadership, often requiring an
immense amount of time and dedication to complete. Whether you’ve
created a custom deck for presenting to students (thanks Wei-Tai Kwok!),
a resource guide for greening your business (thanks Business Working
Group!), your resources can be enjoyed by thousands of Climate Reality
Leaders.
Speak multiple languages? Consider repurposing an existing resource into
a different language—you can not only log this as an Act of Leadership,
but you’ll also be helping other Climate Reality Leaders use the resource
and extend their impact.
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Which of the above Acts of Leadership will you complete next? Whatever you
choose, remember to log your Act of Leadership on Reality Hub! We use the
information you share when we talk to potential funders – so your actions aren’t
just making an impact in your community, they’re also helping us secure the
resources that keep this program going.
And thank you for everything you continue to do to help us create a healthier,
more just, and more sustainable future for our families and our planet.
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